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X9Ware LLC Announces X9Assist R4.07 with Make/Generate Enhancements  

 

X9Ware LLC is pleased to announce the general availability of Release 4.07, which includes enhancements to 
our X9Assist suite of desktop tools, our X9Utilities command line tool, and an updated SDK.  
 

X9Assist Make/Generate has several important enhancements. Check templates have up to three payee name 
lines that can be drawn on the front side check image. This change provides control over the exact content of 
either two or three payee names, where you can identify the break points. Make operates as it does today 
when you provide a single payee name. There is a new Credit category that now includes two new credit 
formats (not just the one provided before). The template for a given credit item can be defined within the use 
case spreadsheet. All templates (debits and credits) can now include an optional back-side image definition.  
 
X9Assist allows the font size used for tables to be specified on the main dashboard, via a drop-down box. This 
is a usability improvement, making field content much easier to read throughout the application. A range of font 
sizes has been provided, from smaller to larger. This selection is “sticky” and saved to user preferences. 
 
X9Assist search/replace can now target modifications to specific item groups (debits, credits, or all). For 
example, you can do a mass change of type 26 records that are attached to credits, while leaving the type 26 
records attached to debits unchanged. This works well for attached 26-28, 32-35, and 50-52 record types.  
 
When exporting an x9.37 file into fixed field format (which is commonly used), export can now optionally insert 
a column names identifier as row one into the output file. Another export enhancement is a new facility which 
converts images to other formats, such as PNG, JPG, or GIF. Although still not recommended due to required 
processing time, this facility may be worthwhile for certain user applications.  
 
X9Assist has a new Open-Path function, available from the File drop down, that will more easily open folders 
on servers when there is not an assigned drive letter. These folders can be referenced using their “//server” 
UNC name. You can open and browse into the desired folder, and ultimately select a file to be opened.  
 
X9Assist has a new “dark mode” UI, activated using Help-Options-GUI. Dark mode has been requested as a 
personal preference within our user base. We would appreciate feedback regarding further improvements. 
 
X9Utilities has new update, split, and exportCsv functions. -Update can be used to mass-modify fields across 
all record types, using value specific search criteria. -Split will split existing x9 files into separate and 
independent x9 outputs, through a combination of user defined criteria, based on values from the underlying 
header and item records. The -exportCsv function differs from our existing export tool in that it allows 
identification of the specific fields to be exported. Custom csv files can be created per your downstream 
application requirements, with optional column names provided in the first row.  
 
Numerous ACH improvements have been implemented, including validation enhancements, error message 
improvements, and better errors when non-standard characters sets are encountered.  
 
Please help spread the word about our products! We now offer a referral credit of up to $500 for each new 
customer you send our way. Just notify us within 7 days of our first contact date for each newly established 
customer. Referral credits are provided at the time of your next renewal. 

 

About X9Ware LLC 

 

 

X9Ware LLC (www.x9ware.com) provides extensive tools for users of the x9.37 and ACH file formats. The product 
line extends from a free X9/ACH viewer to a suite of tools that include validate, modify, delete, make, generate, 
scrub, import, export, compare, merge, repackage, and numerous other functions. X9Ware LLC strives to offer the 
best tools in the industry and offers consulting services based on our 35+ years of industry experience. 
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